Pedal Planes
Here are the details about where you can get information and plans for the pedal planes that we had
on display.
The Company in the United States where we bought the plans from is called Aviation Products Inc.
http://www.lightsportaircraftpilot.com/EAA_airventure_2008/1.html
or web site http://www.pedalplanekits.com/

The contact is Gary Sampson pedalplanes@gmail.com
AVIATION PRODUCTS, INC, P.O. BOX 8303, CEDAR RAPIDS, IA 52408
He is only available evenings in the US central time zone... at +001-319-393-5256 ..which is also his
fax number for orders...
Plan packages, postage included, are, US $25.75, Canada $32.95 and overseas $36.95.all in US Dollars. Iowa
residents add 7 % sales tax..
We bought 2 sets of plans (a Tiger Moth and a Harvard) for $20 each plus $11 shipping, and I believe
if you only want 1 set of plans it will cost you $31 including shipping, but please check with Gary first,
as his costs may have changed. I called Gary and paid the $51 by credit card on the phone.
Here are two URL’s that you can look at, which shows the work involved and gives some good tips, for
the Tiger Moth and P-51 Mustang pedal planes;
A page from a Canadian who describes a Tiger Moth plane which he built in Dec 2007,
http://www.hcpconsulting.ca/tigermoth/tigermoth.htm
and a P51 plane with lots of construction views in case you decide on making that aircraft instead:http://www.hcpconsulting.ca/p51/p51.htm
They take a bit of work, but the end result is worth it.
EAA Pedal plane page -

http://www.eaa1000.av.org/related/pedplane/pedplane.htm

http://www.aircraftspruce.com/menus/ps/pedalplanes.html
Aircraft Spruce –
they do plans, and even a kit for a Biplane with rocker - beats a rocking horse!
Finally we think there is still a company in London that makes pedal planes.
contact details we have are;
The Wood Store (incorporating London Pedal Aeroplane Co.), 103 Camley Street, London NW1 0PF, Tel
020 7380 1221, or e-mail oange@aol.com
who make these for around £300 or so, and that might be a better option than the self-build option,
but a lot less fun!!!!.
We hope this is of help, and good luck with the builds.
Or try some classic pedal planes from;
http://www.classic-pedalcars.co.uk/Pedal_car_Range.html
If you find any more suppliers then please let me know and I’ll add them to this list.
Many Thanks Andre (andre.faehndrich@ntlworld.com)

